
The Gate of Heaven is Everywhere! 

On this first day of the church year, our gospel instructing us to be watchful for the Lord’s 
return confronts us with a number of challenging questions.  By telling a parable about a man 
traveling away from home leaving his servants in charge, Jesus in effect is asking… 

Do I honor God with my life, especially when I’m all alone?  Am I a person of integrity?  
Can I be trusted?  Am I often lazy, letting life pass me by through mindless, superficial activity 
or do I engage life and am I creating something meaningful with my life?  And finally, do I 
eagerly await the Lord’s return home or would I prefer him to stay away so that I can remain in 
charge? 

With the word, “watch,” repeated three times in this short passage from the Gospel of Mark, 
Jesus challenges his disciples to assume a particular posture in their lives—one that he suggests 
is proper to one who wants to be his follower.   

Be alert…be attentive…be awake…be ready…be expectant!  For what?  For the coming of 
the Lord at a time we know not. 

Admittedly, the thrust of this passage from Mark’s Gospel points to the return of Jesus at the 
end of time—a time which no one knows—and admonishes us to be ready for that coming 
whenever that may be.  For the early Christians, the second coming of Christ was expected as an 
imminent event which would likely take place in the not too far distant future—even in their own 
lifetime.  This popular notion helped shape the spirituality of the early Christians—giving them a 
sense of urgency about life that is very hard to replicate today—now 20 centuries removed from 
the first coming of Christ.  The great temptation for us, then, is to grow complacent—to take life 
for granted—to live as if we’ll live forever with little thought that today may be our very last. 

Another question posed by our gospel: what would we change about our lives if we knew 
that today was our very last?  This is why St. Benedict instructs his monks to remind themselves 
every day that they are going to die.  Live ready…live eagerly…live attentively…live in 
expectation! 

Early Christian spirituality soon moved from the intense focus of the expectation of the 
second coming and redirected much of its energies to the reality that God is breaking into our 
world even now!  We don’t have to wait for the heavens to open to encounter God.  God at every 
moment of every day is knocking on the door of our hearts seeking entrance—seeking to reveal 
himself to us…seeking to have a life-giving encounter with us. 

Pope Francis is fond of speaking about God as being a God who delights in surprising us.  In 
one of his interviews, talking about the posture necessary for encountering God, he said, “Our 
life is not given to us like an opera libretto, in which all is written down; but it means going, 
walking, doing, searching, seeing…. We must enter into the adventure of the quest for meeting 



God; we must let God search and encounter us…. God is always a surprise, so you never know 
where and how you will find him.”   

The sad fact of the matter is, though, that more often than not, we completely miss out on 
these sacred opportunities and let God pass us by.  Jesus, along with Pope Francis, offers us 
advice to seize upon these moments of divine revelation in everyday life.  Be awake to the God 
who’s already right in front of you.  Watch in intense attention for a moment of revelation from 
the sacred depths of nature.  Give yourself unreservedly to the possibilities of God revealing 
himself to you in every one of your relationships. 

How do we do this? 

Pope Francis counsels us: “We need to look at our cities with a contemplative gaze, a gaze of 
faith which sees God dwelling in [our] homes, in [our] streets and squares…. He dwells among 
[us], fostering solidarity, fraternity, and the desire for goodness, truth and justice.  This presence 
must not be contrived but found, uncovered.” 

The Pope’s vision is one where divine life is bursting forth everywhere, seeking to be 
discovered and encountered.  But it takes what he calls a “contemplative gaze” to notice it and 
uncover it.  The monastic tradition can also help us out in this discovery.  Living with urgency 
and heightened expectation and developing a contemplative gaze goes to the very heart of what it 
means to be a monk.  Why do we leave all things behind to seek God together in a monastery if 
not to develop the sensitivity to the things of the Spirit so that we can more fully live in the 
divine reality which at all times beckons us. 

The contemplative spiritual tradition is convinced of this truth: we are now, in this moment, 
immersed in God.  It is convinced that to believe anything else is an illusion.  And to believe this 
truth is ultimate freedom.  This is, in large part, where the tradition of keeping vigil, or getting up 
early to pray, comes from, as well as many other spiritual practices.  We seek to keep our lives 
simple and embrace spiritual disciplines like prayer and fasting because they help us get ready 
and keep us nimble for the coming of the Lord however he desires to come to us in any given 
moment.  And these spiritual disciplines are not just for monks and nuns but for all who desire to 
deepen their relationship with God. 

The monastic tradition also makes us aware of the enemy of spiritual vigilance, acedia, also 
called the noon-day devil.  Acedia is spiritual lethargy or boredom.  Have we lost interest in 
God?  Have we lost the sense of urgency for living life to the fullest?  Do we no longer find the 
spiritual life exciting?  Do we give in to distractions and resist time alone with God filling our 
time instead with mindless activities that do nothing to nurture our relationship with God?  If so, 
then we’re dealing with a bad case of acedia. 

The first day of Advent is a great day to take our spiritual pulse.  Is everything in my internal 
life as it should be?  What can I do better?  What needs to change? 



While it is certainly proper to celebrate each day of Advent—indeed each day of the year—
because of what God has done for us, Advent, like Lent, shows us that true celebrations require a 
time of preparation.  The goal of Advent is Christmas—the celebration of the Incarnation. 

What needs to happen this Advent to make our celebration of Christ’s incarnation this year 
more than about unwrapping presents and spending time with family and friends—but rather a 
true encounter with Christ manifest in our midst? 

Be watchful!  Be alert!  Be eager!  Be ready!  For, in the words of Thomas Merton, “the gate 
of heaven is everywhere.” 

 


